Established 17 years ago, the University of Ecology and Management in Warsaw is one of the most renowned private technical universities in Poland. The University meets both the Polish and the European teaching standards and is highly regarded by the students due to the highly certified didactic and scientific staff of 300 and thanks to extensive technological base – numerous laboratories and workshops. The dynamic development of UE&M, the highest level of teaching provided and the interdisciplinary character of knowledge that the students receive is valued by many employers and experts, which resulted in the University receiving the EUROPEAN MEDAL in 2012.

Students attending UE&M are eligible to obtain the following academic degrees: Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Master of Science.


The didactic and administrative centre of the University is located in Warsaw and is fully adapted for the needs of disabled students. It houses professionally equipped workshops and laboratories of, among others: drawing and painting, architectural design, computer graphics, sculpture, photography, furniture design, fluid mechanics, hydraulics and hydrology, chemistry, soil science or a computer design studio for virtual architectural objects and landscapes equipped with computer equipment and specialist software including Apple iMac Core 2 Dual computer, graphical tablets, 3D manipulators and ArchiCAD, AutoCad and Studio 3DMax software. Practical portion of the syllabuses is realized in the Local Environment and Nature Protection Station in Klaudyn-Laski near Warsaw. In two years, a new administration and didactic building will be commissioned in the Mokotów quarter of Warsaw where additional workshops and studios will be located.

The university serves as a home for: 15 student scientific clubs that organize conferences and field trips; Publishing House and University Library that allows access to Virtual Academic Library (Wirtualna Biblioteka Nauki); Student Government that organizes student festivals and artistic actions; as well as an International Cooperation Centre. The University is one of the holders of the “Erasmus university Charter.” The students of UE&M are aided in their professional career by a dedicated Career Bureau. The University is also responsible for Job Fairs which facilitates contact between students and construction-architectural and environment protection companies. The students are provided with professional advice from work psychologist and lawyer in matters related to career counselling and starting their own businesses.

An important element of the education programme is the art exhibitions presenting the design work of the students, held in the atrium of the University Building at Rejtana 16 in Warsaw. The most successful exhibitions in the last years included: Household Drug Cabinets, the works of the Didactic-Artistic Studios of the Interior Design Faculty and “The Rocking” exhibition presenting different rocking toys.

At present moment UE&M is attended by over 4000 students. The University has more than 11 000 graduates.

Facts & figures: Established in 1995 • 3 Faculties • 11 fields of study • 35 specialities - 15 scientific student scientific groups • 300 professors • 4000 students • more than 11 000 graduates

Contact: International Cooperation Office • ul. Wawelska 14 room 5 • tel.22 875 30 21 • 02-061 Warsaw • e-mail: admission@wseiz.pl
MSc in Architecture

University of Ecology and Management

address: ul. Wawelska 14, 02-061 Warsaw, Poland
phone: +48 22 825 80 34/5
e-mail: admission@wseiz.pl    internet: www.wseiz.pl

duration
1,5 years ( 3 semesters)

language
English

description
Graduate of II degree studies in Architecture (formerly Architecture and Urban Planning) will have a thorough knowledge and skills in the following areas:
- Architectural design, urban design and conservation and land use planning;
- The history and theory of architecture, urban design theory, fine arts, sciences and humanities;
- Development of the human environment including the relations between people and architectural objects and the surrounding space - Using procedures in architectural drafting, taking into account social factors;
- Solving the functional, construction, design, engineering and technological problems to the degree that provides safety and comfort in using facilities, including those with a disability;
- The application of rules and technical/construction procedures, economy of design,
- Understanding of the role of the architectural profession in society and its impact on the quality of the environment;
- The application of the rules of professional ethics.

tuition
students 3000 Euro/ year
Application fee ( paid once) – 200 Euro

contact
Admission Office
+48 22 825 80 34-5
admissions@wseiz.pl

www
www.wseiz.pl

institution
University of Ecology and Management

next begins
October 2013

education requirements
Bachelor’s degree in architecture and urban planning or Architecture English Certificate
Scholarships: A student who obtained good results in the first year of study can get a scholarship for deserving in the following year.

next begins
October 2013